
Diversity Committee Meeting 
Nov. 5, 2020  6:00-7:00 
  
Attendees: Elimane Mbengue, Kelly Baker, Carlos McClain, Robyn King, Lisa Benson Cooper, 
Alonda Lona, Leslie Kohlmeyer, Beth McCarthy 
  
Agenda items discussed: 
  
Kids being required to use cameras in virtual learning. 

· Committee members clarified the policy is kids should have their camera on but any parent 
can ask the social workers to allow them to have their camera off if needed. There needs to 
be better communication to parents to ensure they are aware of the policy. 

Parent Series Update/ November Parent series schedule- Lisa Cooper, Beth McCarthy and Carlos 
McClain 

· The final parent session will take place on Nov. 16.  At end of next discussion, facilitators will 
engage parents in what they want to do next.  

· Will promote to parents ability to engage on a task force with the committee (policy review, 
belongingness, etc.). 

 
Reviewing PTO policies for DEI- Group 

· Committee should review policies shared by PTO to provide feedback on where DEI can be 
better incorporated into policies & events. 

· Practices PTO has already incorporated to be more inclusive: 
● No fees or dues.  
● Changed set-up so more people involved in decision making.  
● Changed voting to all online.  

· Next step is focusing on events to make sure those are inclusive of all families.  Implement 
practices to ensure all parents are aware PTO can help provide funding for parents 
interested in attending an event. 

● Consider option to always allow “gifting” a ticket to EIP (or other community events) for 
parents- similar to how parents purchase tickets for teachers/ interns. 

● Social workers could let families know there are funds available. 
  

Discuss process for adding new committee members- Beth McCarthy 
· Implement task forces related to different topics to allow anyone interested in being 

involved to get engaged. 
· Consider gaps in Diversity committee to seek new members: member from LatinX 

community, ensure we have diversity in socio economic status to include perspective from 
low-income families. 

· Identify process for allowing parents to share confidential feedback (consider generic 
e-mail address that could be used). 

· At next committee meeting, need to finalize a process for adding people to the taskforce 
● Should consider putting out a call to invite new members and include info on what we 

are missing (male, latinx, socio-economic) 
  

Update from Mr. Mbengue 
· Teacher training with Addie Hawkins (DEI consultant) on Nov. 16 
· Discussed rolling out COVID “Social contract” asking families to make a personal 

commitment to keep the school safe 


